
This series has been a means of 
teaching, in small pieces, how to 
identify gaits in photos. In a short 
amount of time it is easy for us to 
recognize those single photos we 
term as "signature gait shapes"; 
those which are the easiest and 
most commonly seen to depict a 
specific gait. These are that single 
form, or shape of a horse, which 
identify a running walk, fox trot, 
saddle rack, etc. The images are 
commonly seen used in Association 
logos, ranch logos, art work and so 
on. But this single captured shape 
of a support phase we get so famil
iar with is only one in many rotat
ing support phases, which make up 
a full cycle of gait execution. 

We have nine photos and #1, 
#5 and #9 are the ones we most 
often see as this gait's signature 
shape. But there are many more 
support phase shapes a horse will 
rotate through to complete a full 
gait cycle. The gait is harder for 
folks to identify when in these 
other support phases as their 
images haven't become so ingrained 
and familiar, but each phase of the 
gait is as correct, and important, 
as those more readily recognized. 

Photos showing less familiar 
images of a gait sequence are some
times mistaken for another gait, as 
sequences of different gaits can 
look similar to each other. In learn
ing how to see a gait in one of 
these less familiar photos, we need 
to learn to be able to see where the 
hooves are coming from, where are 
they are now and where are they 
going. In learning this, with prac
tice we will be able identify the 
gaits in these less familiar - more 
difficult - photos. 
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What Gait Is It? 

This is a the diagonal support phase with the left hin : - : 
right fore being in full support and right hind and righ: ;: '" 
still in aerial phase, 

This is again a 3-OOof support phase, again being the This is another diagonal support phase, but differer.: . - : 
hinds and one fore, but in this photo the right hind is in for photo #2 in that it is now the right hind and left fore a~ 
ward position and the left fore hoof is in support, The right support and the left hind and right fore are in aerial v ::-= 
fore is in aerial phase, 
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#1 

This is a lateral support phase, bul differenllhan #4 in Ihal 
Ihe left hind and left fore are in suppor!. The right hind and 
fore are in aerial phase. 

In this photo we are back to the same 3-hoof support phase 
as photo #1 with fwo hinds in support: the left hind forward 
and the right fore in support, wilh Ihe left fore being in aerial 
phase. 
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in that this is the two fore hooves and the righl hind hoof.The righl 
hind being in aerial phase. 

The hooves are now in a 3-hoof support phase, again of 
fwo fores and one hind, bullhis one is differenllhan #3 in 
Ihallhe righl hind is in suppor!, and Ihe left hind is in aerial 
suppor! phase. 

To earn more about gaits and to order Uz's DVDs 
on gait, gait structure, bitting and more, see her 
ad, page 55, or visit her website at 
www.lizGraves.com 

For the answer to 'What Gait Is It?' see page 72. 

http:www.lizGraves.com


school maneuvers, such as bowing with his crossed 

d Carol Fletcher 

Do you believe in fate? Carole Fletcber does. Sbe will 
flatly tell you that ERB MAGNIFICO was destined to 
become her next equine dance partner. 

As a popular performer, and noted trainer of 
trick and high scbool borses of many breeds, Carole 
was asked to belp a drill team. The all-female, Paso 
Fino drill team, Stardust, in Ocala, FL wanted to add 
the finish flourish of a bow to their performances. 
When word got around that sbe trained a Paso Fino 
gelding, TRIUMPHANT PRINCE, for a high scbool 
exhibition for the Georgia Paso Fino Nationals, an 
Ocala-based Peruvian Paso farm hired ber to do the 
same ,vith their stallion.Voila! Her love affair with 
gaited borses was sealed. 

In April 2004 a herd of Peruvian borses was auc
tioned off at a Florida dispersal sale. Carole bought 
ERB MAGNIFICO, tben an unbandled, unbroken, 
frightened six-year-old, IS.I-hand, liver cbestnut 
Peruvian stallion with a Barbie-doll like flaxen mane 
and tail. Instant chemistry. . 

Just a year later, and many 
thousands of patient bours witb 

legs, the Spanisb Walk, lying down, pedestal poses 
and dancing. 

Hearing about this talented horse and Carole's 
books - Trickonometry: Secnts ofTeaching Your Horse 
Tricks and Healed By Horses - Breyer Horses invited 
Carole Fletcher and Magnifico to perform at 
Breyerfest, the largest model horse gathering, at the 
KY Horse Park in July 2006, and to become a Breyer 
Limited Edition model horse. 

For more, visit www.trickhorse.com ~ 

Carole Fletcher has graciously offered one of the rarE 
signed, models of ERB MAGNIFICO to be given awo 

by a random drawing. 

enter fill in the form below and mail to: 
Gaited Horse, P.O. Box 488, Cbattaroy, WA 
3, or send us a postcard with your name ar. . 

~~"""b address and the words, 

YO QUIERO MAGNIFICO! 
this kind, eager-to-please, willing
to-work horse, Carol and Magnifico 
were doing exhibitions. In the past 
year, they have wowed audiences 
of thousands all over the country 
with difficult tricks and high 

: arole Fletcher and Magnifico. 

Special 
Tent Item 

Or enter on-line at www.TheGaitedHorse.com 

Enter to win! 
Name_______________________________ 

Address,____________________________ 

Addressi _ _________________________ 

Ci~__--------------------------

State/Zip,______________ ___ 

Entries must be recieved by November 1, 2006 
Drawing to be held November 3, 2006 so hurryl 
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